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The Item Limits Decision Rule
The item limits decision rule builds on item limits, which showed an example of setting an item limit of 1.7
on Item #108, Sitting. This is to explain the effect on the WRQ report of setting an item limit.
The item limits decision rule is a “greater than” rule. The numerical value of the limit states that the
individual can perform that value as a maximum and no more. By setting a limit of 1.7 on Item #108 jobs with
PAQ ratings ≥1.8 on #108 appear below (showing only a few of the obs that were actually listed).

On the first job, Mail Clerk, Num Limits is 1 because we set a limit on only one item, #108.
The 1st Item is #108, which we know is Sitting. The 1st Item Dif is 0.2, which shows that the Mail Clerk
requires sitting 0.2 of a rating scale point more than the 1.7 limit.
We can test the operation of the “greater than” rule by checking the job analysis rating on #108 in the Mail
Clerk job. We find it to be = 1.9 = 1.7 (the item limit) + 0.2 (the1st Item Dif).
As many job elements can be limited as necessary, depending upon the extent or scope of how the person’s
disability decreases performance potential on specific job elements. The report provides space to report Item Difs
on the first five items limited.
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Item Difs

are summed across rows, i.e., for each job. Jobs with the smallest sum of Item Difs float to the top

of the list. Jobs listed further down on the list have a larger sum of Item Difs than jobs that are higher on the list. In
this example, notice that the 1st Item Dif is 0.2, and the next Item Difs are 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and so on.
See how to read a report.

